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We show that, in ontrast to the situation for the standard omplex on whi h a
right angled Coxeter group W a ts, there are o ompa t W -a tions on CAT(0)
omplexes su h that the lo al topology of the omplex is distin tly di erent from
the end topology of W .
1. Introdu tion

If Xe is a ontra tible n-manifold or homology n-manifold, then, sin e it
satis es Poin are duality, its ohomology with ompa t supports, H  (Xe ),
is on entrated in dimension n and is isomorphi to Z in that dimension.
It follows that the homology at in nity of Xe is on entrated in dimension
n 1 and is isomorphi to Z in that dimension (see [5℄ for de nitions
and referen es for homology at in nity). More parti ularly, re all that a
simpli ial omplex is a homology n-manifold if and only if the link of ea h
vertex is a \generalized homology (n 1)-sphere" (i.e., a homology (n 1)manifold with the same homology as S n 1 ). So, the above argument shows
that if the link of ea h vertex in an aspheri al simpli ial omplex X is
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a generalized homology (n 1)-sphere, then the homology at in nity of
its universal over Xe is on entrated in dimension n 1 and hen e, Xe is
(n 2)-a y li at in nity. This shows that hypotheses on erning the lo al
topology of an aspheri al spa e an have impli ations for the end topology
of its universal over.
There are other lo al-to-asymptoti results for nonpositively urved
omplexes. If L is a simpli ial omplex, we let S (L) denote the set of
all losed simpli es of L, in luding the empty simplex. Let Xe be a (lo ally
nite) CAT(0) ubi al omplex, and for ea h vertex x 2 Xe , let Lx denote
its link. If for ea h vertex x and for ea h losed simplex  2 S (Lx ), Lx 
is m- onne ted (resp., m-a y li ), then Xe is m- onne ted (resp., m-a y li )
at in nity (see [2℄ and the referen es ited there). We all the omplexes
Lx  the pun tured links of Xe .
In re ent work [5℄, we have shown there is a lose onne tion between
lo al topology and end topology of the standard omplexes on whi h Coxeter groups a t. The nerve of a Coxeter system (W; S ) is the simpli ial
omplex L with one vertex for ea h element of the generating set S and
one simplex for ea h subset of S whi h generates a nite subgroup of W . As
explained in [3, 4 or 5℄, asso iated to (W; S ) there is natural ell omplex,
here denoted jW j, su h that jW j is a model for EW and su h that the link
of ea h of its verti es is isomorphi to L (see [7℄ for the de nition of EG).
This implies, for example, that if L is a triangulation of an (n 1)-sphere,
then jW j is a ontra tible n-manifold.
If S is nite (whi h we shall hen eforth always assume), then L is a
nite omplex and the quotient spa e jW j=W is ompa t. It is proved in
[6℄ and [8℄ that the natural pie ewise Eu lidean metri on jW j is CAT(0). In
[5℄ the authors established a dire t orresponden e between the topologi al
properties of L and the asymptoti topologi al properties of jW j (or of any
lo ally nite building with asso iated Coxeter system (W; S )). For example:
Theorem 1.1. (See 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 in [5℄) Let W be a nitely generated
Coxeter group with asso iated nerve L. Then

(1) W is simply onne ted at in nity if and only if L  is simply
onne ted for ea h  2 S (L).
(2) W is m-a y li at in nity if and only if L  is m-a y li for ea h
 2 S (L).
(3) W is m- onne ted at in nity if and only if L  is m- onne ted for
ea h  2 S (L)
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Thus, not only do the onne tivity properties of the pun tured links
L  determine the onne tivity at in nity of W (i.e., of jW j), the onverse is also true. This leads to spe ulation that, in the general ontext of
nonpositive urvature, similar asymptoti -to-lo al results might hold. For
example, one might spe ulate that if X is a nonpositively urved, nite
Poin are omplex with, say, extendable geodesi s, then the links of verti es in X are for ed to be generalized homology spheres (and hen e, X
is a homology manifold). Similarly, it ould be spe ulated that if X is a
nonpositively urved ubi al omplex (with extendable geodesi s) and if
Xe is m- onne ted (resp., m-a y li ) at in nity, then the pun tured links
of verti es must be m- onne ted (resp., m-a y li ). The purpose of this
note is to give some examples whi h set su h spe ulations to rest: there are
no general results of this nature. (For further examples illuminating the
diÆ ulty of getting asymptoti -to-lo al results, see [2℄.)
2. The Constru tion

The onstru tion of our examples is essentially the same as the onstru tion
of [1℄. We will show that by making minor modi ations in the onstru tion
of jW j one gets a model for EW , , with a CAT(0) ubi al stru ture so
that the onne tivity properties at in nity do not des end to onne tivity
properties of links. In fa t, in all of our examples jW j will be a manifold
while
will not even be a homology manifold. We show that jW j and
are equivariantly proper homotopy equivalent, so if is any torsion-free
subgroup of nite index in W , then = is a nonpositively urved Poin are
omplex that is not a homology manifold. For simpli ity, we restri t our
onstru tion to right angled Coxeter groups, whi h we brie y review below.

W

W

W

W

A simpli ial omplex L is a ag omplex
if any omplete graph in the 1-skeleton of L is a tually the 1-skeleton of
a simplex in L. The bary entri subdivision of any ell omplex is a ag
omplex; hen e, the ondition of being a ag omplex imposes no restri tion
on the topology of L | it an be any polyhedron. The importan e of ag
omplexes in CAT(0) geometry stems from the result of Gromov that the
natural pie ewise Eu lidean metri on a ubi al omplex is nonpositively
urved (= lo ally CAT(0) ) if and only if the link of ea h vertex is a ag
omplex [6, p. 122℄.
Suppose L is a nite ag omplex. For ea h integer k  0, let L(k)
denote the set of k-simpli es in L and as before let S (L) denote the poset
of all simpli es in L (in luding the empty simplex).
Right Angled Coxeter Groups.
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Asso iated to L there is a group W de ned as follows. For ea h i 2
L introdu e a symbol si and set S = fsi gi2L(0) . W is de ned by the
presentation:
(0)

W = hS j s2i = 1; si sj = sj si when fi; j g 2 L(1) i :

(W; S ) is alled a right angled Coxeter system. Its nerve is L.

The Cubi al Complex jWj. For ea h  2 S (L), let W denote the
subgroup generated by the elements of S whi h orrespond to verti es of
. Then W ' (Z2)dim()+1 . Set

W S (L) =

a

2S (L)

W=W :

W S (L) is alled the poset of spheri al osets (the partial order is given by
in lusion). The omplex jW j is de ned to be the geometri realization of
W S (L). There is an obvious left W a tion on jW j. The ubi al stru ture
on jW j is de ned as follows. There is one vertex of jW j for ea h element of
W (= W=W; ). For ea h spheri al oset wW , we then ll in a Eu lidean
ube of dimension dim() + 1 with verti es orresponding to the elements
of wW . (Note that the elements of W an naturally be identi ed with
the verti es of a ube of dimension dim() + 1.) The poset of ubes in jW j
is W S (L) and the link of ea h vertex is L.
The geometri realization of the poset S (L) is denoted K . The in lusion
S (L) ,! W S (L) de ned by  7! W indu es an in lusion K ,! jWL j
and we identify K with its image in jW j. Similarly, the orbit proje tion
W S (L)  S (L) de ned by wW 7!  indu es a proje tion jW j  K whi h
fa tors through a homeomorphism jW j=W! K . Thus, K is a fundamental
domain for the W-a tion on jW j and the orbit proje tion jW j ! K restri ts
to the identity on K .
The geometri realization of S (L)>; an be identi ed with the bary entri subdivision L0 of L. Thus, K is the one on L0 (the empty set provides
the one point). For ea h i 2 L(0) , let Ki denote the geometri realization
of S (L)fig , i.e., Ki is the losed star of i in L0 . We all Ki the mirror of
K of type i.
Here is another des ription of jW j. For ea h point x 2 K let (x) be
the simplex spanned by fi 2 L(0) j x 2 Ki g. Then

jW j = (W  K )= 
where the equivalen e relation  is de ned by (w; x)  (w0 ; x0 ) if and only
if x = x0 and w w0 2 W x .
1

( )
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For a ag omplex L that an be de omposed as L = L1 [ L2 , we will
onstru t a di erent CAT(0) ubi al omplex on whi h the asso iated
right angled Coxeter group W a ts as a o ompa t re e tion group. The
omplexes and jW j will have the same pro-homotopy type. However,
the topology of the links of verti es in
an di er dramati ally from that
of the links of jW j.

W

W

W

W

The onstru tion of
. Suppose that a nite ag omplex L an be
de omposed as the union of two full sub omplexes: L = L1 [ L2 . Set
L0 = L1 \ L2 . Sin e L0 ; L1 and L2 are full sub omplexes of L ea h of them
is a ag omplex.
For any simpli ial omplex L and a point z not in L, let Cz L be the
simpli ial omplex de ned by taking the one on L with one point z .
Let x1 ; x2 and v be points that are not in L and de ne new simpli ial
omplexes:

Lb1 = L1 [ Cv L0
Lb2 = L2 [ Cv L0
Kb 1 = Cx1 Lb1
Kb 2 = Cx2 Lb2
Let Kb denote the result of gluing Kb 1 to Kb 2 along Cv L0 .
In Figure 1 we show a simple example that highlights the di eren e
between K and Kb . The original simpli ial omplex L is a ir uit of length
8, and K is the one on this o tagon. We let L0 ' S 0 be two antipodal
verti es (indi ated by dots in the gure on the right), and let L1 and L2 be
the two simpli ial ar s in L whi h are separated by L0 .
Returning to the ase where L is an arbitrary nite ag omplex, we
note that L is a sub omplex of Kb (we think of it as the boundary of Kb ).
Also, Kb is ontra tible (it is the union of two ontra tible pie es glued along
a ontra tible sub omplex). The spa e is de ned by hollowing out ea h
opy of K in jW j and repla ing it with a opy of Kb . Sin e K and Kb are
both ontra tible, jW j and are proper homotopy equivalent; hen e,
is also ontra tible.
Here is a more pre ise des ription of . Re alling that for i 2 L(0) ,
Ki is the losed star of i in the bary entri subdivision of L (whi h is a
subspa e of Kb ), we see that Ki is identi ed with a subspa e of Kb . So,
b , let
de ne Kb i to be Ki . We then pro eed as before. For ea h point x 2 K

W

W

W

W
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Figure 1. The di eren e between

K (left) and Kb (right)

(x) be the simplex spanned by fi 2 L(0) j x 2 Kb i g and let
= (W  Kb )= 
where the equivalen e relation  is de ned as before.
It is not diÆ ult to de ne the `
ubi al stru ture on and to see that it
is CAT(0). The vertex set is W x1 W x2 . For = 1; 2 and for a spheri al
oset wW 2 W S (L ), the verti es wW x span a ube of dimension
dim() + 1. Also, for`ea h spheri al oset wW 2 W S (L0 ), we have a ube
spanned by wW x1 wW x2 . Its dimension is dim() + 2. (In parti ular,
orresponding to the ase where  is empty, we have an edge from wx1 to
wx2 .) For = 1; 2, the link of x in is Lb . Sin e Lb is a ag omplex,
the ubi al stru ture is CAT(0). We also note that the pun tured link
Lb v is homotopy equivalent to L .
Remark. In [1℄ the above onstru tion was used only in the ase where
L is a homology sphere and L0  L is a homology sphere embedded in
odimension one.
In the following examples we will always hoose L to be a triangulation
of an n-sphere and L0 to be a odimension one submanifold triangulated
as a full sub omplex. L1 and L2 will then be n-manifolds with boundary.
(However, L0 ; L1 and L2 need not be onne ted.) Sin e L ' S n, jW j is a
ontra tible (n + 1)-manifold; however, need not be a manifold.

W

W

W

W

Suppose that L is a 2-sphere, that L1 is an annulus (a
ollared neighborhood of the equator) and that L2 is the disjoint union
of the two 2-disks (neighborhoods of the north and south poles). Then
L0 = L1 \ L2 is the disjoint union of two ir les, and Lb 1 is an annulus
Example 2.1.
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with its boundary oned o . So, Lb1 is homeomorphi to a 2-sphere with
two points identi ed. In parti ular, the link Lb 1 is not simply onne ted
(1 (Lb 1 ) ' Z). Similarly, Lb 2 is the wedge of two 2-spheres. The pun tured
links L1 and L2 are also not simply onne ted. Nevertheless, the theorem
quoted at the beginning implies that jW j (and hen e ) is simply onne ted
at in nity, sin e the nerve L is a 2-sphere.

W

Example 2.2. Suppose L is an n-sphere and L0 is a odimension one
submanifold separating L into two pie es L1 and L2. Then is (n 1)onne ted at in nity by the theorem quoted at the beginning. On the
other hand, He  (Lb 1 ) ' H (L1 ; L0 ) an be nonzero in any dimension < n.
Similarly, the homology of the pun tured link L1 is fairly arbitrary.

W

A true optimist might believe that these examples o ur be ause there
are two W -orbits of verti es, and that if W a ts transitively on the 0skeleton, then su h examples disappear. The following modi ed version of
our onstru tion shows that this spe ulation is also false.
Suppose L0 is a sub omplex of L1 and that t is a simpli ial involution on L0 . Let L denote the
result of gluing together two opies of L1 along L0 via the map t. Call the
two opies L1 and L2 . Then t extends to an involution on L (also denoted
t) that inter hanges L1 and L2 . Let W be the right angled Coxeter group
asso iated to L. Let G denote the semidire t produ t, G = W o Z2. Here
Z2 a ts on the vertex set of L (the generating set of W ) via t. The W -a tion
on extends to a G-a tion. Now there is only one G-orbit of verti es.
A onstru tion with only one vertex orbit.

W

Suppose that L1 is the solid torus, L1 = D2  S 1 and that
L0 is its boundary, L0 = S 1 S 1. Let t : S 1 S 1 ! S 1 S 1 be the involution
whi h swit hes the fa tors. Then L = S 3 and is 2- onne ted at in nity.
The link of ea h vertex is isomorphi to Lb1 . However, H2 (Lb 1 ) ' Z and
although 1 (Lb 1 ) ' 0, for the pun tured link, L1, we have 1 (L1 ) ' Z.
Example 2.3.

W

We note that there is a simple method of altering the lo al
topology of jW j so that the onne tivity of the links does not oin ide
with the onne tivity at in nity: Form jW j0 by atta hing a opy of [0; 1℄
(or [0; 1)) to ea h vertex of jW j. If one atta hes unit intervals, then the
resulting omplex does not have extendable geodesi s; if one atta hes half
lines, then the resulting omplex is not o ompa t. Further, while the
omplex jW j0 deformation retra ts onto jW j, jW j does not sit as a retra t
inside .
Remark.

W
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